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1 BE INNOVATIVE

Design, Develop or Market something nobody else had done before. 

Brainstorm now with a mindmap.

I have a video on the internet about how to make a Mind Map. 
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2 STAY FOOLISH

Keep believing in yourself. You can do it. Let nobody else hurt you by 

saying that you can't.
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3 BE HAPPY

Change your mindset to more happy thoughts. Don't follow the news 

all day or every day. Take time to thing about the grateful things you 

have in life what doesn't cost a thing.
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4 HELP OTHERS

There are always people who have bigger problems than yours. 

Ofcourse try to solve your own problems first. If you can't, simply ask 

for help.  By helping others you will feel better about your own 

worries and maybe even think that your own problems are not even 

problems at all.
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5 STOP READING

I believe it is time to do it yourself instead of reading another book. 

Just do it, right now. 

Shut down the TV, book a hotel room, focus yourself on your 

masterpiece, lifework, book, video, photo, eBook whatever. 

Make it the best so that everyone that loves the subject you are 

writing about will love your work.

Open the book again for writing down all your ideas, (happy) 

thoughts, things you feel grateful for, all your life stories, your daily 

happenings like a diary. Use this over time more and more and you 

will see that you become more creative. 

Use this book more than 7 days and write down anything that pops 

your mind. This will be your journal, idea book, sketches / concepts of 

storylines and stories!

Good luck and Spark Kindness all over the place. ;)

Make it happen, start now, close this book.

Rick Hermanussen
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Day 1 
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Day 2
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Day 3
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Day 4


